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1 Executive summary

OnX

OnX Finance is a yield aggregator hub

OnX Finance

focused on bringing utility to Internet Bonds
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in DeFi by automating and simplifying
available yield farming strategies. We believe
that Internet Bonds are set to become one of

OnX Lending

the main pillars of the up-and-coming DeFi

onSynthetics

OnX Alpha vaults

Fixed Income market.

To automate yield farming strategies using Internet

The three pillars of OnX Finance are designed in a way

Ethereum is the first supported chain, but Polygon as

Bonds and other yield generating tokens, OnX Finance

that each product can be used in aggregation, which

well as Binance Smart Chain will be supported in the

supports the following three core products:

effectively means that each pillar creates potentially

near future, as well as other chains as Internet Bonds

• OnX Lending: Collateralizing yield generating token

more strategies and demand from each other, which

are not limited to Ethereum only and creating utility

and borrow tokens non-generating yield (e.g. ETH)

ultimately enables users to boost yields sustainably.

for Internet Bonds requires supporting multiple chains

• OnX Alpha vaults: Automates yield farming strategies
• onSynthetics: Composed of onEthereum (onE),
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(e.g., Avalanche, Kusama, and Polkadot).
Ultimately, the goal of OnX Finance is to become a

which is a ETH stablecoin based on ETH2 bonds,

multichain Hub for the DeFi Fixed Income market,

onSynthetics token (onS), and the governance token

and enable its users to easily earn passive income on

of onSynthetics.

their tokens across different yield farming strategies.

https://medium.com/ankr-network/stakefi-internet-bonds-explained-50609b253f8b

2 Background

OnX
2.1 Internet Bond Staking Rewards

2.2 Liquidity Mining

Internet Bonds, representing synthetic

Staking rewards from Internet Bonds depend on the

Any user has the possibility to provide liquidity to a

staked tokens, are not only a way to provide

amount of staked tokens from validators in a Proof-

decentralized exchange (DEX). In return, the liquidity

of-Stake network. The amount of stake tokens can

provider receives a Liquidity Pool token (LP token),

only increase for ETH2 until phase 1.5, but it can either

representing the liquidity deposited in the DEX’s

increase or decrease most of the time for other Proof-

smart contract operating as an automated market

of-Stake networks. The market conditions in DeFi may

market (AMM) for the DEX. The liquidity provider also

have some influence over the amount staked, but it

receives the trading fees generated by the liquidity

fluctuates less than staked tokens from validators, who

pool (generally 0.30%; depends on each DEX and token

usually have a longer investment horizon and focus on

pairs). The returns from liquidity providers mostly

harvesting yield from the Proof-of-Stake network. As

depend on three variables:

a result, staking rewards fluctuations are less volatile

• Trading volume in the liquidity pool

than price changes from staked tokens and can be seen

• The size of the liquidity pool (the larger it is, the more

liquidity to staking tokens, but also are an
essential element for staked tokens to earn
additional passive income within the DeFi
ecosystem through liquidity mining, farming
rewards, and lending.
Internet Bonds unlock composable passive income
from Proof-of-Stake staking rewards by wrapping
staked tokens and its rewards into a synthetic token to
make it interoperable within the DeFi ecosystem.

as relatively low risk of earning of passive income with
crypto tokens as staking rewards are more predictable
in nature than most other passive income strategies.

it dilutes the returns of each liquidity provider)
• Projects often distribute farming rewards to
incentivize users to provide liquidity to certain tokens
(requires to deposit LP token to farming contract)

Losses to liquidity providers due to price variation
Compared to holding the original funds supplied
Liquidity mining also provides a certain risk called impermanent loss, which happens

0.00%

price of a token pair is, the higher the impermanent loss, which corresponds to the
difference between HODL both tokens vs. providing liquidity to both tokens. In other
words, a 5x price change in a token pair results in a 25.5% relative loss to HODL.
Depending on someone's investment objectives, providing liquidity on Uniswap v2
or Sushiswap can also be perceived as an automated profit taking and cost average
strategies, especially useful for investors willing to keep an equal exposure (50/50)
between two tokens at all times (e.g. user willing to always maintain a portfolio
exposed 50% to wBTC and 50% to ETH). If wBTC increases in value vs. ETH, some

Change in total liquidity value

when the price of a token pair (e.g. wBTC/ETH) changes. The more volatile the
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wBTC will be sold to buy ETH, and vice versa, resulting in the liquidity pool holding
50% of its value in wBTC and 50% of its value in ETH at all times.
More detailed information about impermanent loss can be found in this article.

Internet Bonds represent a fantastic opportunity for liquidity providers as providing
liquidity to aETHc/ETH or aETHb/ETH have a low impermanent loss risk as both

Liquidity mining provides therefore a pathway to generate a passive income stream

tokens are intrinsically the same (ETH). The trading volume of Internet Bonds will

with a low correlation with the token prices in the liquidity pool as trading occurs

depend however whether holding ETH2 bonds vs. ETH will become increasingly

independently whether the price goes up or down, generating as such trading fees

popular among token holders, and whether there will be additional utility created on

for the liquidity providers owning the LP tokens.

top of Internet Bonds, which is one of the objectives of OnX Finance.

OnX
2.3 Farming Rewards

2.4 Vaults

Most new DeFi projects provide farming rewards to incentivize usage on

Vaults are smart contracts that automate yield farming strategies in exchange for

their platform, as well as farming rewards to provide liquidity to their token in

paying a fee, which is generally a performance fee on the APY obtained from the vault.

decentralized exchanges. Farming rewards to provide liquidity on new altcoins
must usually be high enough to compensate for the risk of impermanent loss. As

The benefit for vault capital providers would be to split the gas fees cost related

such, one common yield farming strategy is to use a new DeFi platform (invest

to reinvesting the periodical rewards across all vault capital providers, as well as

ETH in a vault), receive farming rewards and then reinvest those farming rewards

automate the passive income strategy for greater convenience.

in a liquidity pool. To reinvest the rewards in a liquidity pool, it is required to have
some ETH that can be obtained by:

2.5 Borrow to boost APY from yield farming strategies
One strategy to reinvest farming rewards is to reinvest farming rewards in a liquidity

Using existing ETH in the user’s wallet

pool of the farmed token that usually provides higher APY.
Example of token onSynthetics token (onS) providing 82% APY to provide liquidity to
onS/aETHc LP as per strategies described in Section 2.3:

Sell part of farmed tokens to buy ETH

a. Users can spend existing ETH in its wallet to reinvest onS farming rewards to onS/
aETHc LP for 82% APY. The users’ APY is going to be effectively 82% of his ETH and
onS tokens in the LP. However, the liquidity provider might face impermanent loss

Collateralize token being farmed (if possible) and borrow
ETH to reinvest the farming rewards in a liquidity pool that
provides generally higher farming rewards.

and see its amount of ETH in the liquidity pool getting converted into onS tokens
when the token price decreases in value. As such, the users are increasing its onS
token exposure by doubling its investing amount by providing ETH to the onS/
aETHc LP.

OnX
2.6 Lending Interest
b. Users can sell half of their onS farming rewards to reinvest onS/aETHc LP. As the

Lending interest is an alternative way to generate yield, where the users providing

users are not bringing new capital and are using farming rewards only to reinvest

lending supply are rewarded with lending interest. In exchange, other users, the

in the onS/aETHc LP, the onS token exposure of the users is not increasing, and

borrowers, are borrowing the tokens being supplied by the lenders.

the users get 82% APY. However, in case of onS token price increase vs. ETH, the
users will only benefit from approximately half of the upside potential of onS

As users on OnX Finance are borrowing ETH to invest in ETH2 bonds, ETH2 LP, ETH2

token as the users sold half of the farming rewards.

vaults or any other strategy generating higher amounts of rewards than borrowing

c. Users can have the possibility to collateralize aETHc/ETH LP token that generates

interest, the interest for ETH supply faces upward pressure to converge towards the

onS farming rewards and would like to borrow ETH or aETHc against the

yield provided by the most common strategies using ETH. As ETH holders realize that

collateralized token to be able to reinvest the farming rewards into onS/aETHc LP.

they can invest their ETH, keep the full price upside potential of ETH while generating

By doing so, the users are getting 2x more exposure in the LP token by borrowing

yield through Internet Bonds, liquidity mining, and/or farming rewards, the available

half of the farmed token value and therefore, the APY is effectively 2x 82% APY,

ETH lending supply is likely going to shrink over time as more ETH are staked or

minus ETH or aETHc borrowing cost. The users are still going to be exposed to

invested in strategies generating yield.

impermanent loss, but as ETH is invested in the liquidity pool and at the same
time ETH is being borrowed and collateralized by aETHc/ETH LP token that is
much bigger than the borrowed amount, the risk of liquidation will be effectively
low. However, the uses will be subject to two times higher potential impermanent
loss, which is compensated by significantly higher APY as well.

Staked ETH from stakingrewards.com (as of 30.06.2021)
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OnX Finance
Yield farming using
ETH2 bonds

Automated Asset Management

To mitigate the impact of increased ETH
lending supply interest, onEthereum (onE)
from onSynthetics is aimed to become a
ETH stablecoin fully collateralized by ETH2

1st layer of rewards
Staking rewards

Staking rewards from
Internet Bonds

No staking rewards

bonds, which could be used to generate
yield and put it at the disposal of onS token
holders, governance token of onSynthetics,

2nd layer of rewards

Lending interest

Liquidity mining

Farming rewards

Farming rewards

to distribute the over-collateral through
farming rewards to incentivize low-cost
borrowing.

3rd layer of rewards
Farming rewards

4th layer of rewards

Vaults
Vauklt

Liquidity mining of farmed
rewards borrowing ETH

COLLATERAL

onE borrowing as an alternative to ETH

Borrow to boost
Bor
farming rewards

Farming rewards

3 OnX Finance Platform

OnX

3.1 OnX Lending
OnX’s lending platform provides lending services for collateralized tokens, starting

The work flow:

with aETHc and ETH. By using aETHc as collateral to borrow ETH, users of the lending

1. Borrowing Ethereum using aETHc as collateral: Borrowers can lock aETHc as

platform can earn interest and ONX rewards for both providing ETH to lend as well

collateral on the platform and earn ONX rewards while also borrowing ETH. Up

as collateralizing their aETHc. Among the immediate benefits of this process is the

to 75% of the value of the aETHc can be borrowed in ETH which can then be used

opportunity for aETHc stakers to take advantage of an increased position through a

to secure more aETHc (or utilized in other ways). The borrower maintains the

relatively safe process with a low chance of liquidation due to the intertwined nature

accrued interest and keeps the lending ratio below 90% to help avoid liquidation.

of aETHc and ETH. In addition, ETH holders will be able to earn a competitive APY on
their assets.

2. Lending Ethereum for interest: Lenders can add their ETH to the platform
and earn ONX rewards as well as interest on their lent ETH. The loans will be
collateralized with aETHc as security against any possible liquidations. The earned

The calculation works as follows:

Borrowing rate = a + b*0.85*E*x
Saving rate = (borrowing rate -a)*x
a

=

the reward rate in ONX (starts at 0.5)

b

=

an arbitrary number adjustable from number 0–1 (starts at 0.9)

E

=

ETH 2.0 staking rewards (multiply by 0.85 for staker rewards)

x

=

utilization rate

*Note that variables a and b are subject to governance of ONX holders.

APY from lending will be variable with demand to ensure competitive rates.
3. Interest, Rewards, and platform fees: 2/3rds of the interest generated will be paid
to ETH lenders with the other 1/3rd going towards platform maintenance and a
buyback and burn of ONX tokens.
ETH Lenders will receive additional rewards from the OnX farming pool for staking
their Ethereum for providing liquidity to the platform. Users collateralizing aETHc
will also receive rewards from the OnX farming pool. Both of these parameters will be
subject to governance voting from ONX holders in the future.
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3.2 onSynthetics
Future tokens to be integrated into ONX Lending

The aim of onSynthetics is to enable onEthereum

Price Stability Mechanism for onSynthetics v2:

In 2021Q3, the OnX team will enable onEthereum (onE)

(onE) to become an ETH stablecoin based on ETH2

• onS will continue to be used as a governance token as

lending supply and borrowing as an alternative to ETH

bonds, and onSynthetics (onS) token to become the

lending supply and borrowing.

governance token of onSynthetics.

well as for minting / redeeming fees (0.45%)
• OnX Insurance Fund will be used as a Guarantor of
Last Resort to ensure that onSynthetics vault is fully

OnX alpha vaults based on ETH2 bonds will be eligible

OnSynthetics was initially created to provide additional

as collateral on OnX Lending, as well as Liquidity Pool

utility to ETH2 bonds and incentivize users to get more

tokens and Uniswap v3 Liquidity Pool farming vaults.

exposure to ETH2 bonds as OnX Finance is on track to
become an agnostic hub for Internet Bonds and other

aETHc will also be listed for borrowing for users willing

reward earning tokens.

collateralized
• aETHc will be enabled in onSynthetics vault to
generate yield
• Generated yield by onSynthetics vault will contribute
to overcollateralized the vault as well as incentivizing
onE lending and borrowing

to reinvest their farmed onSynthetics (onS) tokens
in aETHc/onS, using aETHc/ETH LP as a collateral for

To ensure that onE has utility in DeFi, onSynthetics

instance.

will upgrade its price stability mechanism to ensure
that onE is equal to 1 ETH at all times. Indeed, if onE
develops a robust price stability mechanism, onE can
be used for borrowing to buy more ETH2 bonds as long
as the borrowing interest for onE is lower than ETH2
bond staking rewards.

OnX
3.3 OnX alpha
OnX alpha vaults is the third and final core pillar of the OnX Finance product offering

OnX Alpha vaults will include the below-mentioned tokens at launch:

complementing OnX Lending and onSynthetics. The aim of OnX alpha ETH2 vaults is

• aETHc/ETH SushiSwap Liquidity Pool (SLP)

to provide compounded APY on ETH2 bond automated passive income strategies.

• wBTC/ETH SushiSwap Liquidity Pool (SLP)

The benefit for vault capital providers would be to split the gas fees cost related

• ANKR/ETH SushiSwap Liquidity Pool (SLP)

to reinvesting the periodical rewards across all vault capital providers, as well as
automate the passive income strategy for greater convenience.

The aim of those strategies is to farm the SLP tokens on Sushiswap, as well as
automate the following steps periodically:

OnX alpha vaults should be perceived as ETH2 automated asset management

1. Stake the Sushi rewards on SushiSwap,

investment modules that can be used to diversify across a wider range of ETH2 bond

2. Farm ONX tokens on OnX Finance, and

passive income strategies to mitigate liquidity risk in one single liquidity pool.

3. Stake OnX rewards

Furthermore, as the impermanent loss of OnX alpha ETH2 vault strategies will be low,
the objective would be to consider OnX alpha vault tokens as collateral to enable
using OnX lending (borrowing ETH).
The main vision short-term is that OnX vault capital providers should be able
to use OnX alpha vaults (several weeks after initial launch) as collateral, which
creates demand for OnX lending. Similarly, after upgrading onSynthetics to reach
onEthereum (onE) price parity vs. ETH, onE borrowing should be enabled to allow
users buying ETH2 bonds borrowing onE as an alternative to ETH.

Benefits
1. The gas fee cost of these strategies is amortized among all vault
capital providers, which makes the strategy more cost-efficient
2. Automate reinvestment process
3. Higher APY through compounding farming rewards
4. Possible to collateralize OnX alpha ETH2 vaults in the future (e.g.,
aETHc/ETH SLP)

4 Token utility

OnX

Utility of tokens on OnX Finance

OnX token (OnX)

onSynthetics token (onS)

onEthereum (one)

Token of OnX Finance

Token of onSynthetics

ETH stablecoin collateralized by ETH2 bonds

• Governance for OnX Finance, excluding

• Governance for onSynthetics

• Use onE for borrowing as an alternative to ETH

• Medium of payment to mint/redeem onE

• Use onE to get lending interest

onSynthetics
• Distribute rewards

using onSynthetics’ onVault Distribute

• Pay interest for OnX Lending

rewards

• Get discounts on OnX Finance

• Distribute rewards

• Get exclusive access to some OnX Finance

• onS tokens deposited in onVault will create

products

a deflationary pressure as OnX users mint
and redeem onE to ensure the price stability
of onE and onS will be kept in onVault

5 Token distribution
5.1 OnX token distribution

OnX

4,00%

Reserved for exchange airdrop campaign
- participating exchanges

1,75%

OnX initial liquidity and marketing

1,00%

Dev team – time locked

5.2 onSynthetics (onS) token distribution
• The total supply of onS will be set to 100,000 to
start. However, due to the burning mechanic during
the mint process of new onE — the onS token will
be deflationary over time as the demand for onE
increases.
• 5,000 onS is reserved for the team to be distributed
over the course of 10 months — on a monthly basis. >
80% of this is reserved for the team > 20% reserved
for ONX holders. Will be distributed to ONX-ETH LP
and the ONX Privilege pool.

93,75%

reserved for distribution
via yield farming
2% of every harvest for insurance fund
5% of every harvest for treasury

OnX

OnX Finance

